Acts as your best operator 24/7
PRISE eliminates shift to shift variations by permanently controlling plant processes at optimal levels – all times, in all situations.

Measures the essentials
It’s important to know what properties influence process performance and how to measure them. We will identify missing instrumentation and provide optimal measurement procedures.

Tunes your loops
Only well performing loops allow you to set up an optimal control strategy. We will scan and tune critical control loops to set the foundation for increased overall performance.

Automates for perfect control
Orchestrates basic control loops to steer key processes to their precise, performance limits, in a systematic and consistent way.

Your partner for life
With a long term service agreement we ensure that the increased performance delivered by PRISE will always be sustained.

What can PRISE do for you?
Increase your recovery by 1%
Reduce particle size by 15µm
Push throughput by 3%

The PRISE solution offers a systematic and coordinated approach to improve and optimize processes in a permanent way, maximizing productivity, improving product quality, and saving energy.